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Abstract
Consistent couplings among a set of scalar fields, two types of one-
forms and a system of two-forms are investigated in the light of the
Hamiltonian BRST cohomology, giving a four-dimensional nonlinear
gauge theory. The emerging interactions deform the first-class con-




The Hamiltonian version of the BRST symmetry [1], [2] imposed itself as
an appropriate setting for analysing various topics in gauge theories, such as
its implementation in quantum mechanics [1] (Chapter 14), or the appropri-
ate correlation between the BRST symmetry itself and canonical quantiza-
tion methods [3]. Meanwhile, the cohomological development of the BRST
method was proved to be a useful tool for approaching some less known





between the local Lagrangian and Hamiltonian BRST cohomologies [5], and,
recently, the problem of obtaining consistent Hamiltonian interactions in
gauge theories by means of the deformation theory [6].
In this paper we investigate the consistent Hamiltonian interactions that
can be added among a set of scalar elds, two types of one-forms and a
system of two-forms in four dimensions, described in the free limit by an
abelian BF theory [7], which result in a four-dimensional nonlinear gauge
theory. This paper extends our results related to the two-dimensional case [8].
It is known that nonlinear gauge theories in two dimensions [9] are already
important as they are related to pure two-dimensional gravitation theory [10].
Indeed, when the nonlinear algebra is the Lorentz-covariant extension of the
Poincare algebra, one recovers nothing but the Yang-Mills-like formulation of
R2 gravity with dynamical torsion, the so-called ‘dilaton’ gravity [11]. In this
light, it appears quite clear that the derivation of nonlinear gauge theories
in dimensions higher than two might bring signicant contribution to the
evolvement of a conceptual mechanism for the study of quantum gravity in
higher dimensions from the perspective of gauge theories.
Our strategy is as follows. Initially, we derive the Hamiltonian BRST
symmetry of the abelian BF theory in four dimensions, which splits as the
sum between the Koszul-Tate dierential and the exterior derivative along the
gauge orbits. Next, we solve the main equations governing the Hamiltonian
deformation procedure on behalf of the BRST cohomology of the free theory.
As a consequence, we nd the BRST charge and BRST-invariant Hamiltonian
of the deformed model. With the help of these deformed quantities, we
identify the interacting gauge theory by analysing the resulting rst-class
constraints, rst-class Hamiltonian and gauge algebra.
Our paper is organized in seven sections. Section 2 briefly reviews the
problem of constructing consistent Hamiltonian interactions in the framework
of the BRST formalism. In Section 3 we derive the BRST symmetry of the
free model. In Sections 4 and 5 we compute the deformed BRST charge,
respectively, the deformed BRST-invariant Hamiltonian. Section 6 focuses
on the identication of the interacting model. Section 7 ends the paper with
the main conclusions.
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2 Main equations of the Hamiltonian defor-
mation procedure
It has been shown in [6] that the problem of constructing consistent Hamilto-
nian interactions in theories with rst-class constraints can be reformulated
as a deformation problem of the BRST charge Ω0 and of the BRST-invariant
Hamiltonian H0B of a given \free" rst-class theory. If the interactions can
be consistently constructed, then the \free" BRST charge can be deformed
as














where Ω should satisfy the equation
[Ω; Ω] = 0: (2)
Equation (2) splits accordingly the deformation parameter g as
[Ω0; Ω0] = 0; (3)
2 [Ω0; Ω1] = 0; (4)
2 [Ω0; Ω2] + [Ω1; Ω1] = 0; (5)
...
Obviously, equation (3) is automatically satised. From the remaining equa-
tions we deduce the pieces (Ωk)k>0 on account of the \free" BRST dieren-
tial. With the deformed BRST charge at hand, we then deform the BRST-
invariant Hamiltonian of the \free" theory















[HB; Ω] = 0: (7)
Like in the previous case, equation (7) can be decomposed accordingly the
deformation parameter like
[H0B; Ω0] = 0; (8)
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[H0B; Ω1] + [H1; Ω0] = 0; (9)
[H0B; Ω2] + [H1; Ω1] + [H2; Ω0] = 0; (10)
...
Clearly, equation (8) is again fullled, while from the other equations one
can determine the components (Hk)k>0 by relying on the BRST symmetry
of the \free" model. Once the deformations are computed, special attention
should be paid to the elimination of non-locality, as well as of triviality of
the resulting deformations.
3 BRST symmetry of the free theory
We begin with a free model that describes an abelian four-dimensional BF





















where the notation [] signies antisymmetry with respect to the indices













which are o-shell second-stage reducible, where the gauge parameters a,
aµν and 
µνρ
a are bosonic, the last two sets being completely antisymmetric.
After the elimination of the second-class constraints (the co-ordinates of














), we are left
with a system subject only to the rst-class constraints
G(1)a  0a  0; G(2)a  −@iB0ia  0; (13)
G
(1)a





j]  0; (14)
γ(1)ia  pia  0; γ(2)ia  −@i’a  0; (15)






























= −ijba3 (x− y) ; (18)


















= −ijba3 (x− y) : (21)
The above constraints are abelian, while the remaining gauge algebra rela-





































The constraint functions G
(2)a










while the constraint functions γ(2)ia are second-stage reducible, where the















We mention that all the reducibility relations hold o-shell.
The Hamiltonian BRST formalism requires the introduction of the ghosts
a0 =
(




















together with their conjugated antighosts
Pa0 =
(













In (27{28), the elds a0 and a2 are fermionic, with the ghost number equal
to one, respectively, to three, while a1 are bosonic, of ghost number two.
The ghost number is dened in the usual manner as the dierence between










= 0; antigh (a0) = 0; antigh (Pa0) = 1; (32)
pgh (a1) = 2; pgh (Pa1) = 0; (33)
antigh (a1) = 0; antigh (Pa1) = 2; (34)
pgh (a2) = 3; pgh (Pa2) = 0; (35)
antigh (a2) = 0; antigh (Pa2) = 3: (36)


























[iP (2)j]a + 
ijk
a @[iP(2)ajk] + Caijk@[iP jk]a
)
; (37)
while the corresponding BRST-invariant Hamiltonian is




(1)aP(2)a + C(1)ai P (2)ia + (1)ija P(2)aij
)
: (38)
The BRST symmetry of the free theory, s = [; Ω0], splits as
s =  + γ; (39)
where  denotes the Koszul-Tate dierential (antigh () = −1, pgh () =
0), and γ represents the exterior longitudinal derivative (antigh (γ) = 0,
pgh (γ) = 1). These two operators act on the variables from the BRST
complex like
zA = 0; a0 = 0; a1 = 0; a2 = 0; (40)
P(1)a = −0a; P(2)a = @iB0ia ; P (1)ia = −pia; P (2)ia = @i’a; (41)







a = −@[iP (2)j]a ; (42)
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Paijk = −@[iP(2)ajk] ; P ijka = −@[iP jk]a ; (43)
γAai = @i
(2)a; γAa0 = 
(1)a; γ’a = 0; γ
0
a = 0; γp
i
a = 0; γ
a













0 = −@iC(2)ai ; (45)




a = 0; (46)
γC
(2)a
i = −2@jCaij; γCaij = −3@kCaijk; γ(2)ija = 3@kijka ; (47)
γijka = 0; γC
a
ijk = 0; γPa0 = 0; γPa1 = 0; γPa2 = 0: (48)
The last formulas will be employed in the next section for the deformation
of the free theory.
4 Deformed BRST charge
In this section we approach the equations that govern the deformation of
the BRST charge by relying on cohomological techniques. As a result, we
nd that only the rst-order deformation is non-trivial, while its consistency
reveals the Jacobi identity for a nonlinear algebra.
4.1 First-order deformation
Initially, we solve the equation (4), which is responsible for the rst-order
deformation of the BRST charge. It takes the local form
s!1 = @ij
i; (49)
for some local ji. In order to investigate this equation, we develop !1 ac-













where the last term in the last formula can be assumed to be annihilated by γ,
γ
(J)
! 1= 0. Thus, we need to know the cohomology of γ, H (γ), for computing
the piece of highest antighost number in (50). From the denitions of γ
acting on the generators of the BRST complex (see the relations (44{48)),
we remark that H (γ) is generated by
α =
(














together with their spatial derivatives, by the antighosts (29{30) and their
derivatives, as well as by the undierentiated ghosts (2)a, ijka and C
a
ijk.
Consequently, the general solution to the equation γa = 0 can be written
(up to a trivial term) as
a = aM ([
α] ; [Pa0 ] ; [Pa1 ] ; [Pa2 ]) eM
(











stands for a basis in the space of the polynomials
in the ghosts. The notation f [q] signies that f depends on q and its spatial
















= J + 1. Thus, using (52), it results that the general
solution to the equation γ
(J)
! 1= 0 is
(J)
! 1= aJ ([
α] ; [Pa0 ] ; [Pa1 ] ; [Pa2 ]) eJ+1
(





where antigh (aJ ) = J .







For the equation (54) to possess solutions (in other words, for
(J−1)
! 1 to exist),








means the homological space containing objects of antighost number equal
to J that are -closed modulo the spatial part of the exterior space-time
derivative ~d. Translating the Lagrangian results from [12] at the Hamiltonian





= 0; for J > 3; (55)






































with kijk some antisymmetric constants, and U an arbitrary function that
depends on ’a, but not on their derivatives. Now, we can completely de-
termine the last component in (56). On the one hand, the elements of
e4
(












On the other hand, we ask that the resulting deformations are covariant and
independent of the space-time dimension. In view of this, the second and
fourth elements in (58) should be discarded as they need a three-dimensional
















































where Mabc and Wab depend on ’a, with M
a
bc antisymmetric in its lower indices.
With
(3)
! 1 at hand, we pass to determining the piece of antighost number two



























































c[i P(2)bjk] + WabPbijk
)
Caijk: (60)





















































Acting in the same manner in relation with the equation that governs the






























In consequence, we succeeded in nding the complete form of the rst-order
deformation of the BRST charge for the model under study.
4.2 Higher-order deformations
Next, we investigate the consistency of the rst-order deformation, described
















































(2)bPcijk − 4P(2)b[ij Ack]
)
+ Ha0 











































































































































The equation (5) requires that [Ω1; Ω1] should be s-exact. However, none of
the terms in (65) is so, hence  must vanish. This takes place if and only if
tabc = 0; t
d
abc = 0: (76)
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In consequence, the consistency of the rst-order deformation of the
BRST charge implies that the functions Wab are antisymmetric and check
Jacobi’s identity (78) corresponding to an open (nonlinear) algebra. Fur-
ther, we can take Ω2 = 0, the remaining higher-order deformation equations
being satised with the choice
Ωk = 0; k > 2: (79)
This completes the approach to the deformed BRST charge of the free model
under discussion.
5 Deformed BRST-invariant Hamiltonian
In order to analyse the deformation of the BRST-invariant Hamiltonian (38),


























































































































































































































































































































0P(2)cij + ijka Ab0Pcijk












In (80{81) and further the functions Mabc are expressed as in (77).
Now, we pass to the equation (10). After some computation, we infer


























































































− P (2)[id P jk]e Caijk(2)bAc0; (85)
K
abc













j + P(2)d (2)a(2)b + 2ijkd
(




















































































































Using (76), we nd that  = 0, hence we can set H2 = 0. The remaining
equations are then satised for
Hk = 0; k > 2: (91)
In this way, the deformed BRST-invariant Hamiltonian is also completely
computed.
6 Interacting theory
At this point, we are in the position to identify the deformed gauge theory
corresponding to the starting free model. Putting together the results de-
duced so far, it follows that the complete expression of the deformed BRST

































































































@[iP jk]a + g
Wab
’c




























































































































































































































































































From the terms of antighost number zero in (92) we see that only the
secondary constraints are deformed as
G
(2)








ij  0; (95)
γ(2)ia  −Di’a  0; (96)






















The pieces linear in the antighost number one antighosts show that some of
























































The elements linear in the antighost number two antighosts yield the de-


















b = 0; (104)































































































f b[i1i2γ(2)i3]c ; (109)
hold on-shell, where fkc and f
c
kl are arbitrary smooth functions, the latter be-
ing antisymmetric in their spatial indices, where the second-stage reducibility


























In (111), S3 signies the set of permutations of f1; 2; 3g, and (−)σ means
the parity of the permutation  pertaining to S3. Now, we investigate the



















represents nothing but the new rst-class Hamiltonian, while the terms linear
















































































At this point, we show that the resulting deformations are nontrivial. It is
known that trivial deformations can be eliminated by some eld redenitions





where A and the higher-order contributions are in general nonlinear func-
tions of zA. Now, we invoke the requirement of locality, that plays a key
role in quantum eld theory. In view of this, we cannot stress enough that
the eld redenitions (119) should be local, because otherwise we cannot
transform the deformed theory into the initial free one, which essentially are
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both local. Initially, we focus on the deformations of the constraints. Due to
the fact that only the secondary constraints are modied, we mainly restrict























































where the functions denoted by f do not contain derivatives of the elds,
and are obtained from (94{96) via (119) (their concrete form can be easily
written down, but it is not illuminating in this context). Requiring now that
the redened constraints lead back to those of the free theory, namely, the

































a do not involve the derivatives of the elds,










 a. This means that we cannot perform a local transformation
of the elds that switches the deformed constraints to their initial form, so
the constraints of the interacting theory are indeed nontrivial. Regarding
the reducibility functions, it is simple to see that the deformed functions
(105{106) and (110{111) reduce to the original ones (25{26) if and only
if Wab (’a) = 0. However, the last equations cannot be implied by any
eld redenition, so the reducibility functions of the coupled model are also
nontrivial. Related to the deformed rst-class Hamiltonian (112), we observe
that it is a combination of deformed rst-class constraints, so the result that
the modied rst-class constraints cannot be brought to their initial form
by a local eld redenition then passes on to the rst-class Hamiltonian.
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In conclusion, the Hamiltonian deformation of the free model under study
results in a nontrivial gauge theory with an open (nonlinear) gauge algebra.
As the rst-class constraints generate gauge transformations, we expect that
the Lagrangian gauge transformations of the resulting theory are modied
with respect to the initial ones.
After some computation, we nd that the Lagrangian action of the inter-



















































bµν − g Wab
’c
bBµνc : (130)
As we have anticipated, the deformation of the initial gauge transformations
(see (12)) is essentially due to the deformation of the rst-class constraints.
The gauge transformations of the interacting model are also second-stage
reducible, like the original ones, but the reducibility relations take place on-
shell. We observe that neither the interacting action (126), nor its gauge
transformations, contain the four-dimensional antisymmetric symbol, as ex-
pected. Moreover, although the gauge structure of the coupled model in
four dimensions is richer than that of the one in two dimensions [8], the La-
grangian in (126) has the same expression. This emphasises the possibility
to construct nonlinear gauge theories also in dimensions higher than four.
7 Conclusion
In conclusion, in this paper we have investigated the consistent Hamiltonian
interactions that can be introduced among a set of scalar elds, two types of
21
one-forms and a system of two-forms in four dimensions, which are described
in the free limit by an abelian BF theory. Our procedure relies on the defor-
mation of both BRST charge and BRST-invariant Hamiltonian of the free
version of this model. Related to the deformation of the BRST charge, we
nd that only its rst-order deformation is non-trivial, while its consistency
reveals the Jacobi identity for a nonlinear algebra. Concerning the deforma-
tion of the BRST-invariant Hamiltonian, we infer again that only its rst-
order deformation is non-vanishing. From these two deformed quantities we
derive the rst-class constraints, accompanying reducibility functions, rst-
class Hamiltonian and modied gauge algebra relations of the interacting
model, which is precisely a four-dimensional nonlinear gauge theory. This
is an example of deformation that modies the gauge transformations, re-
ducibility relations, as well as the gauge algebra. This result generalizes the
two-dimensional analysis exposed in [8] in the sense that although the gauge
structure of the four-dimensional model is richer, the Lagrangian of the in-
teracting theory has an expression similar to that from the two-dimensional
case. In this light, there is hope that it would be possible to use our deforma-
tion procedure in order to construct nonlinear gauge theories in dimensions
higher than four.
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